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The NEPTUNE modular scheme has been developed to
provide the physicist and the design engineer with a
single system of codes for the calculation of light wa-
ter reactors. The APOLLO code is included in NEPTUNE for
the multigroup transport treatment of cells, groups "of
cells and complete fuel assemblies ; few groups cross
section libraries are automatically transmitted to the
reactor multidimensional diffusion modules. In the reac-
tor phase, 10 and 20 diffusion calculations can be per- .
formed by use of the finite difference method ; 20 and
3D calculations are done respectively by the BILAN and
TRIDENT modules using the finite element method. For
the depletion calculation coarse and refined computa- ;

tions are offered. NEPTUNE is characterized by two spe-
cial features for the data processing : the OTOMAT sys-;
tern which provides a virtual memory simulation and the
Intervention Monitor which allow to disconnect the compu-
tation modules and the control modules. ;
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1. INTRODUCTION

The physicist faced with the analysis of an experiment or the
design of a power reactor is obliged to work out a generally long
and complicated computation plan.

After obtaining a satisfactory multigroup cross section set,
the first stage consists in carrying out many cell or assembly
transport calculations to determine few group cross sections li-
braries depending on many variables (i.e. concentrations of va-
rious isotopes, moderator density, temperature].

Reactor depletion studies are the second stage of the sche-
me : for a fixed design, three dimensional calculations must be
carried out with the fewest possible approximations ; on the other
hand for parametric studies, series of two dimensional calculations
Cx y or r z] are to be linked to one dimensional computations
(axial or radial] : the consistency of the whole scheme is to be
constantly checked. Finally, fuel management optimization involves
many diffusion depletion calculations.

So far, each stage of this plan has been performed by an in-
dépendant' code : valuable time was wasted out on tedious material
tasks, overall coherence was seldom achieved and hence many ad-
justements were needed in order to obtain a correct representa-
tion of the actual results.

S

The NEPTUNE modular scheme is being developed to provide the
physicist and design engineer with a single and coherent program ,
which frees them of material tasks, allowing them to work full
time on their basic design task. Morover NEPTUNE will also pro-
vide new and powerful resolution methods.

The collision probability method has been developed to ac-
count for the flux gradient and the anisotropic scattering (Co-
line [1], ANILINE [2]] and considerable computing time has been
saved in addition (up to a factor of 32]. Two dimensional trans-
port calculations for a light water reactor assembly can be '
achieved by either simplified or more sophisticated methods '.
I >: ' à i ' !

• ;;— The finite element method [3] provided important time ;
savings in two dimensional diffusion .calculations and opened the
way to routine three dimensional calculations which were mostly
time consuming by the finite difference method.

i i '
; Programming methods have also been significantely improved
dynamic memory management led to fit the program size to the phy-
sical problem to be dealt with and the virtual memory (OTOMAT
system [4]] has abolished the limits set by the core memory 'of
the computer used....-



' All these developments, combined with increasing computer
capacities led to the design of the NEPTUNE system which is
briefly described in this report. The generation of few group li-
braries will be first described in Part 2, the diffusion and de-
pletion modules are presented in Part 3 and data processing tech-
niques in Part 4.

2. GENERATION AND PROCESSING OF FEW GROUP LIBRARIES

The APOLLO code [5] is included in NEPTUNE to perform the
first stage of the computation scheme j it computes space and
energy dependant fluxes for a cell, a group of cells or even a
two dimensional fuel assembly by solving the integral transport
equation in the multigroup approximation ; APOLLO can also calcu-
late the depletion of the media considered and account for all
the variations needed for an accurate numerical representation of
the cross sections.

This version of APOLLO has two specialized modules SORTEV
and SORTUNE for the automatic chaining of reactor diffusion cal-
culations.

SORTEV generates microscopic cross section libraries depen-
ding on depletion and variations of some parameters (i.e. concen-
tration of any nuclide] ; these libraries can be directly trans-
mitted to the reactor phase of NEPTUNE for refined depletion cal-
culations. ;

:" It is also planned to process these libraries by a transfor-
mation module ; for the diffusion modules any cross section can
be represented by : . i

ai[ci V =Vj(xK} ' |
. \ ;

a"(C^, •.... G»,) is a cross section of the isotope i ; it depends!
on the densities of the other nuclides by a product of functions '.
the x can be densities, temperature or power density. i

died.
More general representations of cross sections are now stu-

SORTUNE creates the NEPLIB interface which can be directly
used for the diffusion calculation ; NEPLIB contains a table of
macroscopic cross sections depending on burn-up and possibly on
other parameters Ci.e. moderator density, fuel temperature) as
well as tables of microscopic cross sections for important iso-
topes (i.e. Xenon, Boron). This representation is used for fast
calculations and for fuel management studies.



3. THE DIFFUSION AND DEPLETION NODULES

The organization of NEPTUNE is intended to offer to the user
several calculation methods according to the needed accuracy
and to the allowed computation time. This flexibility is provided
at the level of cross section representation, as seen previously,
of the input of the geometry and of the calculations performed. ,

INPUT OF THE GEOMETRY

The NEPTUNE user can introduce the exact three dimensional
geometry of the reactor to be treated : the representation of all
the media does not complicate the following calculations.

At the user's demand, NEPTUNE can extract the two dimensio-
nal geometry corresponding to a defined level z or homogénéise
between two levels or on the total reactor height.

It is also possible to refine or coarse the mesh grid and to
obtain rz geometries.

Besides these capabilities, any usual Kind of geometrical
input are processed.

MAIN DIFFUSION MODULES [10]

NEPTUNE offers a choice between the finite difference and i
the finite element methods : 10 and 20 calculations can be per-
formed by the finite différence method and 2D and 3D calculations
can be done by the finite element method.

One dimensional calculations ! The equation is solved in plane,
cylindrical and spherical geometry ; the discretisation is done
using- the standard three point formula involving the mesh grid
values of the flux. The external ; iteration is accelerated by the
Tchebichev method.

OJ
! c.

Two dimensional calculations : The two dimensional diffusioi
equation is solved in xy or rz geometry by use of the conventio-
nal five point formula involving,the mesh grid fluxes ; in xy or
rz geometries, the usual boundary conditions are treated : zero
flux, zero derivative of flux or extrapolation length. i

i ! i '
: In xy geometry, NEPTUNE can also treat invariances by ïï and
~ rotations as well as one eight.of the reactor (diagonal symmetry),

_ . i • ;



For the first kind of boundary conditions, the alternating '
direction method is used for the internal iterations ; the ex- '
t.ernal iteration is at present accelerated by the Tchebychev's
method which will soon be replaced by the coarse mesh rebalancing
technique. ' - . ' • •

For the second Kind of boundary conditions, the block over-
relaxation method is used ; the optimum 0) is determined by the
code. The external iteration is treated as in the first case.

FINITE ELEMENT DIFFUSION MODULES-

The finite element method was recently applied to the reso-
lution of the diffusion equation [3] ; if large size elements
are used this method enables the number of unknown to be reduced
by comparison with the finite difference method and thus to save
large amounts of computing time. It is particularly well suited
to the treatment of light water reactors : in many cases the basis
element is the complete fuel assembly, especially the finite ele-
ment method open the way to routine three-dimensional calcula-
tions.

Basis of the method : The basis of the method is
presented here for one velocity theory ; a complete presentation
well be found in [6 ]

The diffusion equation is written as :

- divCD(r) gTltd $(r)) + E Cr) $Cr) - SCr) C1)'
' . , ' - ' a

This equation is valid for a medium M bounded by a surface
F ; S(r) is an heterogeneous source term and the boundary condi-
tions are : ' j

;•:• r C T. $Cr) =0 ; r C T,. ' DCr) -r- <Hr) + y $tr) = 0 (2)!
!'."" ! ̂ I i l
When I";.' and F are parts of T with the relations : \ s

' • i I fc t ! ,
' '' P T> ' T> /~\ I

oj i "-? 1 5 i 1 7 i is- ' j; ! . i j
:Let us^define the functional FC$,) : , . >

F($) = / $!Cr3 SCr) dr. . ir • +- \ O C r J on j ui . . ) j
J\\ . -• i |

j By use of the Kourganoff 's ^functional, a variational repre-i
Dentation of F($] is : ! i J

; FC$) = 2 f SC?) <Hr) dr + f $Cr) d ivCD(r ) grad *(r j ) dr J
i - Jn J v\ r -> 2 •»• -> - i
, , * ' • * / ^ ' •*• ^ "* -* ' ;

f ' ~ /
i ! M

„ .. ,.. .E Cr) $ (r) dr



Using OstrogradsKy theorem and the boundary conditions, it '
can be shown that the stationarity conditions of the functional :

Ft*) = 2 /*SCr) <HrO dr - /"oCr) grad $(r)2 dr
Jn / Jn r

- fl Cr) 4(?) dr - /_ Y(?Î $2(r) dr
-71 a •/1,

is equivalent to Eqs 1 snd 2.

(4)
Y(r) fc^Cr) dr--

2

The stationarity condition leads, for any t|j(r) function to :

/*S(r) i j j ( r ) dr - / D ( r ) grad $(r) . grad ijjfr) d?
./ M ./pi /»

- /*£ Cr) <Hr) i|>(r) dr - yr y C r ] *[r) i j jCr) da = 0
•' a

( 5 )

The finite element method : The medium M is divided into
rectangular parallelipipeds E on which a truncated basis is de-
fined for the flux representation.

In the simplest case, in three dimensions, we taKe the eight
summits of the element E.j_ as nodes and the polynomial Qik,Cr) is
defined by :

' - 2 1K A"1 n'1 n'1 roiy z

The value of Q^i. is one at the summit K or-d zero at the 7 j
others.' ; . j
' ' : ' ; i '

It is obvious to define interpolation polynomials of higher,
degree : nodes can be added on the edges and on the faces.
' - ' ! '

Over the element E^, the flux is represented by : i j

<fi • '£ rC E *(?) = ,£ Qikl?) Vlk ! |

? |K=1 j |
j'::,.. The benefit of this representation is that the flux is , conti-
nuous -across the boundaries of the elements. i j
I o ! •-: i jc- ' •*• i •> ! !
l^ The same polynomials QikCr),are used as \|/(r) in Eq. 5 ) let
lis define the matrix elements : j I

!
SiK T^ "1K

[?J *& d? J >iK = j f O E ^
 9iKC^ Qj£C?)!dCJ

'I * ! 2 " •- ' '' I; J . ' _ . - i I

$ ='/ (Erad QiKC?) DC?)'grad QjAC?] - Za(?] °iK(?) VT" !
« I ^-J ' I



The finite element linear system of equations is :

In this case of the multigroup problem, the inner problem is
solved by ovorrelaxation and the resolution of the outer one is •
accelerated by the coarse mesh rebalancing technique.

The coarse mesh rebalancing technique : Let $(r) be an ap-
proximation of the solution of the finite element equation
(Eq.7], obtained at a fixed level of the iteration scheme.

Rectangular coarse elements G^ are defined ; each G^ contains
several E. elements ; on the G^ elements, the basis of the linear
interpolation polynomials Q. .("?) is defined by Eq. 6.

We try to find the best approximative solution V(r) repre-
sented by :

And an approximative adjoint solution is used :

.. For the computation of ak9 , the variational functional
"V) is used : ,

Where H is the multigroup finite element operator on the E.̂  ele- j
ments ;,the stationarity condition of Eq. 8 provides a linear sys-
tem of equations for the a, „• ' 1
: • , ' it I • I

Bjj-AN module : The BILAN [7] module treats any rectangular
mesh grid of elements ; the order of the approximation polyno-
mials can be 1, 2 or 3. The inner problem is solved by direct j
inversion using CholesKi's method [8] i for the outer iterationi
the coarse mesh rebalancing technique is used. .-,' ,/--,. j

\ BILAN treats the usual boundary conditions as well as inva- !
riance by ir and — rotations and diagonal symmetry. . ' . !
i i ' i i !



TRIDENT module : TRIDENT [6 ] takes into account any mesh
grid of rectangular elements which can be heterogeneous j the
resolution of the internal problem is carried out by over-rela-
xation and that of the outer one is done either by Tchebychev's
method or by the coarse mesh rebalancing technique.

DEPLETION MODULES

NEPTUNE possesses several modules to calculate the evolu-
tion of reactor properties j the first EVOL is intended for de-
tailed calculations, the other are suited to macroscopic studies,

EVOL module : The user provides himself the filiation chains
to be used for the heavy Isotopes and the fission products ; the
densities of the isotopes is computed for each mesh.

The depletion equations are integrated analytically the
source term being linearized during a step.

Other depletion modules : The other depletion modules are
suited to the use of the NEPLIB cross section intnrface ; they
compute the burn-up variationsfnr each element and can determine
the saturated or transient concentration of fission products
[i.e. Xenon, Samarium].

4. DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

NEPTUNE is a modular system designed to be easily extended :
any new module can be easily linked to the system and several ones
are at present-being developed : Haling's method for the determi7
nation of optimum power distribution and associated control, li-j
near programming algorithm for automatic shuffling of fuel, use ;
of FLICA [9] for combined ne'jtronic and thermohydraulic calcii- j
latio'ns. NEPTUNE is characterized by three special features : mar
mory management,system, intervention monitor, symbolic data inter-
preter. | " ! |
!'"' Î £ I j ' i
OTOIW : MEMORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM .

i <1 ' . , ; i
OTOMAT provides a simulation of virtual memory : it provides

a mostly unlimited core storage capacity by a transparent accessj
to mass storage ; it is coded mainly in FORTRAN f,or any IBM- j
360/370 computer but can be easily converted to any other computer.



OTOMAT had been developed in two phases : the first phase :
named ALLOUE provides a dynamic management facility for the core;
storage, the second phase, properly named OTOMAT, is based on !
ALLOUE and allow the access to the mass storage. '

Core storage management : The IBM System Supervisor provi-
des a dynamic core storage allocation facility which has two
drawbacks : the supervisor calls are time consuming, after seve-
ral allocation and disallocation calls many gaps appear and the <
utilisation ratio of the core storage becomes lower. ALLOUE had
been written to cancel this difficulties.

At the begining of the job, ALLOUÉ requires the supervisor
to allocate all the available core storage.in the job partition :
a worK space made of contiguous words is obtained and will be
managed by ALLOUE. When an array of core storage is needed, a
call to ALLOUE is performed : the arguments are the length of
the required array and the name of an integer variable which
will be associated to it j these informations are stored in an
internal table which discribes the state of the worK space :
a flag pointa out the activated arrays, the Address of the
associated variable ar.d the address of the array are recorded.
At the return from ALLOUE the value of the associated variable
is the address of the required array. .

For the dLsallocation of an array, a LIBERE call is emitted
naming the associated variable : the effect of this call is
to cancel the activation flag corresponding to the array. All
the required arrays are sequentially allocated even if desacti-
vated arrays has created gaps in the work space. When the boun-
dary of the work space is reached, ALLOUE scans the gaps and try
to allocate the requested array in one of these gaps ; if this
is not-sufficient a garbage collection routine is used : the ac-
tive arrays are compressed and the value of the associated va-
riables are corrected 5 all this processing is fully transparent
to the user who can however prevent any array to be translated.

Virtual memory, facility ! In the large problems to be trea-
ted by NEPTUNE, the single use of core storage is not adequate
and mass storage is needed : OTOMAT had been developed to pro-
vide a transparent access to it.

For OTOMAT, any array can have two status initiated or
activated : an activated array is present in core storage under,
'the control of ALLOUE and is available, an initiated array may be'
present in core storage, or moved to a direct access disK file,
or not actual if it has never been used.



When a NEPTUNE module needs any array of core storage, it ;
emits first an initialisation call, the array is initiated and
OTOMAT points out the internal reference number of the array. For
using the array, an activation call is to be emitted : OTOMAT
requires the fast memory space to ALLOUE, two cases can appear :'

a) ALLOUE can allocate this space [even after garbage col- .
lection] ; the allocation is done, the address of the array is
provided and if it has yet been used it is retrieved from the
disk file.

b) ALLOUE has not enough free work space : OTQMAT scans the
table of all the arrays initiated but not activated present in '
fast memory and search the Last Recently Used CLRU) array. This
array is moved to the direct access disk file and scratched from
fast memory j this procedure is iterated until enough available
work space is found.

When the array has temporary net to be used, a desactivation
call is emitted : the array becomes initiated again and can be
submitted to the LRU algorithm. -

The OTOMAT system gets several benev'its :

- For small problems, the core storage is only used.

- For large cases, it is possible to determine the best compromise
between a maximum use of fast storage and a large number of input
and output.

THE INTERVENTION MONITOR

A code often has several options : it can calculate an eigen-
value or a critical poisoning and sometimes a critical radius. The
number of these options is always limited by the complexity of the
corresponding programming : the NEPTUNE Intervention Monitor is
designed to broaden the field of possible options by simplifying
the coding. In this purpose it was decided to disjoin the compu-
tation modules and the control modules which provide the logical
functions to be fullfulled by the system.

The.control system is composed of several parts : the inter-
vention monitor, the intervention modules and the initialization
module. ' . .-,

At every important point of the computation modules, calls
to the intervention monitor have to be coded : the argument of the
call is the name of the intervention module to be activated.



: The intervention monitor contains a table of the interven-
tion module names: for each module a flag indicates if the module
has to be called and if necessary informations can be transmitted
to the module.
I

If the activation flag is present, the module is called, and
it has the possibility of access to all data processed by the
OTOHAT system. ;
i i
: , An initialisation module is called at the beginning of the ;
job and the user indicates the modules he wants to activate :
in this way a full switching power is given to the user ; moro- :

ver it is easy to overide the intervention modules provided by ;
NEPTUNE by user's written modules.

A simple example of the Intervention Monitor use will
given j we consider the 2D diffusion module } the OUTER subrou-
tine performs the outer iteration and INNER the inner one : an

I DFXYj
^MONITOR CALL

I OUTER]
,-MONITOR CALL

intervention monitor call is placed before passing the control
to OUTER and another one before the INNER call ; the intervention
module called before INNER can adjust the overrelax^tion parameter
depending on various algorithms : according to the module acti- •
vated, the user has the choice of iteration method. On the same
way a module called before OUTER can steer the iteration scheme
to the multiplication factor, the critical concentration of Boron
or the critical thrust of a control rod.

Morover any new iterative shceme, as for axample the mana-
gement of the control rods for the limitation of the axial of-
fset, can be easily integrated.

SYMBOLIC DATA INTERPRETER

The input data for a system as flexible as NEPTUNE could
appear complicated : in addition to the basic numerical data, at
each level, it is necessary to provide the keywords for the se-
quence of calculations to be performed.

To facilitate this material worK and reduce the chance of
mistakes a Symbolic Data Interpreter has been linked to NEPTUNE.



Procedures containing semi permanent data can be created
by the user : the call of the procedure name determines the se-
quence of all the calculations foreseen in the procedure.

5. A TEST CASE

TWO DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION . <

A 2D calculation has been performed using BILAN for the
treatment of Michelsen's Benchmark reactor. The various appro-
ximations available in the code have been used. Table 1 present '
the results obtained j the computer used in an IBM 360/31 ; by
inspection of this table the parabolic interpolation scheme with-
17 x 17 elements gives an error of about 13 x 10~5 on the eigen-
value ; the error on the power shape is about 1 % and the compu-
ting time is as short as 3 sec. for the treatment of one eight
of the core (diagonal symmetry).

TABLE 1

Convergence of the finite element solution
of the 2D Michelsen's benchmark problem

Interpolation
Polynomial

Linoar

Linear

Linoar

Parabolic •

Parabolic

Parabolic

Cubic

Cubic

Number of
Elements

9x9

17x17

34x34

9x9

17x17

34x34

9x9

17x17

Nurcber of
Rodes

• 38

127

495

107

368

1459

176

609

Size of ths
Stored Matrix

225

1563

12050

1432

9062

71224

3526

22546

Eigenvalue

1.054 4G4

1.035 393

1.034 176'

1.035 552

1.034 061

1.033 924

1.034 433

1.033 954

Eigenvalue
Error x 10^

1987

147

25

163

14

reference

51

4

Shapa
Factor

3. CES

1.311

1.463

1.353

1.484

1.509

1.445

1.E01

Computing
limo

0.81 sec.

1.41 sec.

12.4 sec.

0.64 sec.

2.69 sec.

37.4 sec.

1.39 sec.

5.74 sec.



THREE DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION

The most interesting benefit of the finite element method :

is for the three dimensional cases. The benchmark calculation is
taken as example : it has been treated by taking a 17x17x9 ele-
ment grid ; parabolic interpolation polynomials were used.

Fig. 1 presents the variation of the fast and thermal flu-
xes in the xz plane at the half of the reactor height ; Fig. 2
presents the axial variation of the thermal flux accross the
partly inserted control rod.

The computed eigenvalue was A = 1.02 S12 and the computation
time needed for the treatment of one eight of the core was 3 nrdn.
on IBM 360/91. These results are very interesting ans show the
great benefit of the finite element method.

FIGURE 1

Transverse variation of the fast and thermal fluxes
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FIGURE 2

Axial variation of the thermal flux-through
the partially inserted control rod
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